[Effect of structural changes of Pro6 in dermorphin molecule on its antinociceptive activity].
We studied effect of dermorphin (H-Tyr-DAla-Phe-Gly-Tyr-Pro-Ser-NH2) and its analogs with modified amino acid residue proline in position 6, H-Tyr-DAla-Phe-Gly-Tyr-[DPro]-Ser-NH2, H-Tyr-DAla-Phe-Gly-Tyr-[dehydro-Pro]-Ser-NH2, and H-Tyr-DAla-Phe-Gly-Tyr-[D-dehydro-Pro]-Ser-NH2, on nociception in the tail-flick and hot plate tests after intraperitoneal injection. Replacement of LPro with the stereoisomer DPro as well as Pro dehydration (LdHPro) was shown to increase antinociceptive activity. Replacement of LdHPro with DdHPro cancelled the activity in the tail-flick test. All three dermorphin analogs retained antinociceptive activity in the hot plate test; however, the effect of dermorphin was more pronounced.